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3DTin  3D modeling in browser Creative Tools App  

 
Alarm Ninja Sounds an alarm and shows a popup after a 

specified time period 
Productivity Extension  

  
Algebra Calculator by MathPapa.com  Algebra Calculator is a calculator that gives 

step-by-step help on algebra problems.  It 
supports polynomials, exponents, fractions, 
and graphing. 

Academic Resources App  

  
Amazon Kindle Cloud Launcher  Lets you read ebooks instantly in your web 

browser 
 Extension  

  
Animoto Videos  Easily turn photos and video clips into 

powerful, professional videos 
Creative Tools App  

  
Announcify  Reads out loud every website you want Productivity Extension  

  
Apps For Common Core  Quick access to all Common Core Standards 

by grade level while saving you time by 
suggesting apps that solve those standards 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
ATbar  ATbar is free and allows you to change the 

look and feel of webpages, have text read 
aloud and spell check forms 

Accessibility Extension  

  
Audio Converter  Online Audio Converter allows converting 

audio into a wide range of major formats 
such as mp3, wav, ogg, m4a, m4r, flac 

Music & Radio App  

 
Audio Cutter Online Audio Cutter allows you to 

effortlessly cut out a desired musical 
fragment from an MP3 file or a file in other 
formats. 

Music & Radio App  

 
Audio Joiner Online Audio Joiner is designed to merge 

several songs (mp3, m4a, wav, etc) into a 
single track. 

Music & Radio App  

 

Autodesk ForceEffect Bring engineering to the point of the 
problem with Autodesk® ForceEffect™, an 
engineering app for simulating design 
concepts in the field or in the office 

Creative Tools App  
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Autodesk Homestyler Autodesk® Homestyler® is free* online or 
on your mobile device and will bring your 
interior design ideas and remodeling 
dreams to life 

Creative Tools App  

 

BeeLine Reader BeeLine's color gradient makes reading 
faster/easier for over 90% of people 

Productivity Extension  

  
Bookshare Web Reader  Online library of copyrighted content for 

people with qualified print disabilities. 
Installing this extension enables text-to-
speech and word-level highlighting for the 
Bookshare Web Reader 

Accessibility Extension  

  
Booktrack Classroom  Allows students to read eBooks with a 

movie-style soundtrack, or to create their 
own soundtrack for any story, essay or 
other text. 

Education App Offline 

 

Break Timer Break Timer allows you to set up 
customizable breaks and will remind you to 
take them. 

Productivity Extension Offline 

  
Calculator  Calculator Calculators App Offline 

  
Canva  Easily design beautiful, professional 

graphics 
Creative Tools App  

 

CaptureCast Chrome Screen Recording CaptureCast Chrome is a free screen 
recording and lecture capture extension 
designed for educators to empower video 
in the classroom 

Productivity Extension Offline 

  
ChemReference: Periodic Table  Periodic table of the elements and 

chemistry reference tool 
Academic Resources App  

  
Chrome OS US English Female HQ  High-quality text-to-speech (TTS) voice 

extension that runs in your browser using 
Native Client technology 

Productivity Extension  

  
CK-12  Learn over 5,000 math and science 

concepts at your own pace and in your own 
style 

Academic Resources App  
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Clearly  With one click, Clearly makes blog posts 

and articles clean and easy to read 
Productivity Extension  

  
Clipular! Research, save & share screenshot  Clipular is a camera & collection tool for the 

web. Think screen capture mixed with 
bookmarking 

Business Tools App  

  
Clipular! Screen capture, screenshot 
share/save  

Screen capture, reinvented. Organize, 
search & bookmark the web 

Business Tools App  

 

Cloud Audio Recorder This is a fun, simple and easy to use audio, 
voice recorder. You can save the audio file 
to your computer or Google Drive directly. 

Creative Tools App  

  
Color Overlay - Irlen Filter for Chromebooks  Color Overlay is a color filter which puts a 

tint on your Chromebook browser to make 
text more readable 

Accessibility Extension  

  
Connected Mind  Draw unique and memorable mind maps Education App  

  
Converter  Instant Unit Converter Calculators App  

  
Currency Converter  Check the exchange rates between almost 

any pairs you would choose 
Accounting & 
Finance 

App  

  
Daum Equation Editor  Quickly edit and make a beautiful formula 

just to click 
Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
Desmos Graphing Calculator  Plot functions, create tables, add sliders, 

animate your graphs, and more 
Academic Resources App  

 

Dictanote - Speech Recognizer Advanced Rich Text Editor with Multi-
Language Speech Recogniser for Chrome 

Productivity App Offline 

  
Discovery Education  Offers free student and teacher resources 

that bring learning to life both inside and 
outside the classroom 

Education App  

  
Draw.io Desktop  Draw.io Desktop is a completely free, 

stand-alone desktop diagramming 
application by the technology leaders in 
web diagramming 

Office Applications App Offline 

  
Draw.io Diagrams  Draw.io is online diagram software / 

flowchart maker, built around Google Drive 
Office Applications App  
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Easy Accents Easily insert accents for different languages 

directly from a sidebar in their Google Doc 
   

  
EBook Offline Reader  EBook Offline Reader for Chrome is an 

offline enabled app that lets you open and 
read epub ebook files 

Books App Offline 

 

Explain Everything Whiteboard Explain Everything is a unique screencasting 
interactive whiteboard. 

Education App Offline 

  
FastFig  FastFig makes it easy to type and solve 

math problems. 
Academic Resources App  

  
Financial Calculator  Mortgage, EMI, Loan Term, Loan Amount, 

Interest, Time Deposit, Rec. Dep., Stocks 
etc. 

Accounting & 
Finance 

App  

  
Financial Calculators  Finance calculators, including a compound 

interest, loan and mortgage repayment and 
retirement/financial planner calculator. 

Calculators App  

 
Finch Connection App This is the official Google Chrome app for 

connecting to the Finch robot. The purpose 
of this app is to add support for the Finch 
robot 

Education App  

  
Flash Cards : Periodic Table of Elements  Periodic Table of Elements Study Cards is 

designed for the student learning the 
Atomic numbers and Chemical Symbols of 
the elements. 

Academic Resources App  

 

Flat for Education The online and collaborative music 
notation editor in a version designed for 
your school. 

Academic Resources App Offline 

  
Fluency Tutor™ for Google (Student App)  Fluency Tutor for Google makes reading 

aloud more fun and satisfying for students 
who need extra support 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

 

Fotor Photo Editor Fotor's free photo editing features 
including photo collage, photo frames, 
photo effects, photo retouching, color 
splash, tilt-shift, clip arts, text, photo cards, 
online HDR and mor 

Photos App  

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/easy-accents/njbfdnnpglelehliilonpfcbckcdhnid?hl=en-US
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Fraction Calculator  Fraction calculators providing the following 

step by step calculations 
Academic Resources App  

 

Fraction Wall Interactive fraction wall - explore 
equivalence between fractions, decimals 
and percentages 

Academic Resources App Offline 

  
Free Visio Viewer (Mac, Windows, Linux)  Lets Chrome users open Microsoft Visio 

files on their computer, attached to their 
email, or posted on a website 

Productivity Extension  

  
Geddit  Geddit is a new web-based app for the 1:1 

classroom that lets students give instant 
feedback about their understanding 

Education App  

  
GeoGebra  Dynamic mathematics software for all 

levels of education that brings together 
geometry, algebra, spreadsheets, graphing, 
statistics and calculus 

Academic Resources App Offline 

 
GIMP on rollApp Extremely powerful graphics editor 

(alternative for Adobe Photoshop). 
Creative Tools App  

  
Gliffy Diagrams  Draw a flowchart, org chart, UML, ERD, 

network diagram, wireframe, BPMN, and 
other diagrams 

Office Applications App Offline 

  
Gmail  Google Gmail Email & Contacts App  

  
Gmail Offline  Google Gmail Email & Contacts App Offline 

  
GoAnimate for Schools  GoAnimate for Schools makes it simple for 

teachers and students to make videos in 
the classroom 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
Google Calendar (by Google)  Google Calendar Office Applications App Offline 

  
Google Classroom  tool in Google Apps for Education that 

helps teachers create and organize 
assignments quickly, provide feedback 
efficiently, and easily communicate with 
their classes 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
Google Dictionary (by Google)  View definitions easily as you browse the 

web 
Search Tools Extension  
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Google Docs  Docs keeps everything and everyone on the 

same page. Similar to MS Word 
Office Applications App  

  
Google Drawings  Add some color to your documents, 

presentations, and websites with easy to 
create charts and diagrams 

Office Applications App Offline 

  
Google Drive  Google Drive: create, share and keep all 

your stuff in one place 
Office Applications App Offline 

  
Google Forms  Create online forms and surveys Office Applications App  

  
Google Keep - notes and lists  Quickly capture what's on your mind and 

share those thoughts with others 
Task Management App Offline 

  
Google Play Books  You can use just about any device you own 

to read any book, anywhere 
Books App Offline 

  
Google Sheets  Sheets is more than just columns and rows. 

Track your fitness plan, do fancy financial 
calculations 

Office Applications App Offline 

  
Google Slides  Tell a story/presentation together with rich 

animations, customized drawings, seamless 
transitions, a variety of themes, and much 
more. 

Office Applications App Offline 

  
Google Tasks Panel  A Google Tasks panel in your Google 

Chrome browser 
Productivity Extension  

  
Google Tone  Turns on your microphone (while the 

extension is on) and uses your computer's 
speakers to exchange URLs with nearby 
computers connected to the Internet. 

Accessibility Extension  

  
Google Translate  View translations easily as you browse the 

web 
Productivity Extension  

 

Grammarly Spell Chester & Grammar Check Spell check and grammar check your 
writing when communicating online. 

Productivity Extension  

  
iPiccy Photo Editor  Edit pictures, apply beautiful photo effects, 

add text and paint 
Photos App  

 

Just Read A customizable reader extension. 
With one click (or less!), you can strip: 
The page's styling,  Ads, Popups, Comments 

Productivity Extension Offline 
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Journey (Diary, Journal) Rediscover the joy of Journal writing Notepads App Offline 

  
Kaizena (Voice Comments)  Kaizena makes it easy for teachers to give 

high quality feedback on student work - 
simply highlight and speak to give verbal 
feedback, or attach reusable resources for 
common problems 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

 
Kami View, annotate, share and collaborate your 

files on Chrome. Kami (formerly Notable 
PDF) is your cloud-based all-in-one office 
productivity tool. 

Office Applications App Offline 

 

Khan Academy Students can make use of our extensive 
video library, practice exercises, and 
assessments. Watch. Practice. Learn almost 
anything—for free 

Academic Resources App  

  
Kindle Cloud Reader  Web app from Amazon that lets you read 

your Kindle books, instantly 
Books App Offline 

  
Learn French - Très Bien  Très Bien French is the ultimate web app 

for learning French anytime, anywhere 
Foreign Languages App  

  
Learn Spanish - Qué Onda  Qué Onda Spanish is the ultimate web app 

for learning Spanish anytime, anywhere 
Foreign Languages App  

 

Learn States and Capitals Learn the 50 states and their capitals in a 
fun interactive way 

Family App  

  
LSChromeFilter  Lightspeed Systems Mobile Filter Extension 

for Chrome 
Productivity Extension  

  
Lucidchart for Education  Diagramming software for students, 

educators, and faculty with an email 
address from accredited educational 
institutions 

Academic Resources App  

  
Lucidpress Layout and Design  Web-based tool that helps you intuitively 

produce stunning print and digital 
newsletters, flyers, brochures, photo books 
and more 

Office Applications App  

      

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/lschromefilter/fabpdabkjmplhckhfhknoemeihjffobe?hl=en
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Magoosh GRE Vocab Highlighter Easily view GRE words as you browse the 
web! Build your vocabulary as you choose 
to see where GRE words are located in your 
online 

Productivity Extension  

 

Magoosh Vocabulary A new vocabulary word and its definition in 
your browser tabs 

Fun Extension  

  
MagicScroll Web Reader  MagicScroll Web Reader turns every page 

on the web into a MagicScroll book 
News & Weather Extension  

 

Mercury Reader The Mercury Reader extension for Chrome 
(formerly Readability) removes ads and 
distractions, leaving only text and images 

Accessibility Extension  

  
MindMeister  MindMeister allows your team to be more 

innovative by providing a shared 
collaboration and brainstorming 
environment on the web 

Creative Tools App  

  
MindMeister Quick Access  This extension lets you quickly access your 

personal MindMeister mind maps from the 
Chrome toolbar 

Productivity Extension  

 

MindMup 2.0 Next generation of MindMup - a zero-
friction, collaborative, free online 
mindmapping tool.  MindMup 2.0 brings 
much better Google Drive/Google apps 
integration 

Creative Tools App  

 

MolView MolView is an Open-Source, intuitive web-
application to make science and education 
more awesome. Some features 
draw structural formulas, view 3D 
molecules, search and view compounds 
search and view proteins, search and view 
crystal structures, view NMR 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
Mortgage Loan Calc  The mortgage calculator will show you how 

much your monthly payment will be 
Accounting & 
Finance 

App  
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My Ebook Maker  A Simple Web App To Create Ebooks in 

Epub Format 
Developer Tools App  

 
myHomework Student Planner myHomework is a digital student planner 

that lets you easily track your classes, 
homework, tests and projects  

Academic Resources App Office 

 
 

Nimbus Screenshot  Screen Capture FULL Web page or any part. 
Edit screenshots. Record screencasts - 
record video from your screen. 

Productivity Extension Offline 

 
NetSupport School Student NetSupport School Student app can be 

installed on each student machine running 
the Google Chrome OS 

Productivity Extension  

  
Newsela  Explore a library of high-quality, engaging 

nonfiction that you need to meet the new, 
rigorous demands of the Common Core 

Academic Resources App  

 

Number Pieces The Number Pieces app helps students 
develop a deeper understanding of place 
value while building their computation 
skills with multi-digit numbers 

Education App Offline 

 

Number Rack The Number Rack facilitates the natural 
development of children’s number sense 

Education App Offline 

  
Numerics Calculator & Converter  Numerics Calculator is fast and very user-

friendly application to make your 
calculations easier and faster 

Calculators App  

  
Office Editing for Docs, Sheets & Slides  View and edit Microsoft Word, Excel, and 

PowerPoint files with Google Docs, Sheets, 
and Slides 

Productivity App Offline 

  
Office Viewer for Drive  Office viewer for Google Drive is a tool that 

allows you to view MS office files (Word, 
Excel, PowerPoint) directly in your Chrome 

Office Applications App  

 

OpenDyslexic Open-Dyslexic is an open sourced font 
created to increase readability for readers 
with dyslexia. This extension overrides all 
fonts on webpages with the OpenDyslexic 

Productivity Extension  

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/my-ebook-maker/ghlhjjfkeghahhinonefjehckgambhhg/related
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font, and formats pages to be more easily 
readable. 

  
 
 

    

  
Padlet  Padlet is the easiest way to create and 

collaborate in the world. It works like a 
sheet of paper where you can put anything 
(images, videos, docs, text) anywhere, from 
any device, together with anyone 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
Padlet Mini  Collect and bookmark the best of web for 

yourself or with friends 
Productivity Extension  

 
Pattern Shapes Students use Pattern Shapes to explore 

geometry and fractions, creating their own 
designs, or filling in outlines 

Education App Offline 

  
Periodic Table  A simple periodic table of the elements 

designed to be beautiful and user-friendly 
Academic Resources App  

  
Periodic Table of Elements  A color coded periodic table of elements 

that includes the name, density, electronic 
configuration, atomic number, melting 
point 

Academic Resources App  

  
Periodic Table of Elements  A compact and easy to use Periodic Table 

of Elements 
Productivity Extension  

 
Photo Editor Photo Editor Pro is a fun & free online 

photo editor, add funny graphics, fun easy 
effects, custom text, collages, edit 
Facebook photos, webcam effects 

Photos Extension Offline 

  
PicMonkey  Free photo editor with Collage, Touch Up, 

Teeth Whiten, Fonts, Effects, Filters, 
Frames, Stickers & more 

Photos App  

  
PicMonkey Extension  Instantly edit web page images and 

screenshots with PicMonkey 
Photos Extension  

  
Pixlr Editor  Pixlr Editor is the most popular advanced 

online photo editor 
Photos App  
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Pixton for Google Chromebooks  Inspire students to read and write with 

comics 
Education App  

  
Pocket  Use Pocket to easily save articles, videos 

and more for later 
Productivity App Offline 

 
Polarr Photo Editor 3 From high-precision light and color tools, to 

advanced clarity and dehaze settings, to 
the ability to create and save your own 
filters. Polarr is the ideal photo editor for 
bloggers, students, and photo pros alike. 

Photos App Offline 

 
Polarr Photo Editor 3 for Google Drive Your favorite editor is now compatible with 

Google Drive. Note that this app requires 
internet connection 

Developer Tools App  

  
PowToon Presentations Edu  PowToon lets you create awesome 

presentations and animated videos 
Academic Resources App  

 

Project Ignite Project Ignite enables learners of all ages to 
gain practical hands-on experience with 
new software and hardware to build 
creative literacy in 3D design, 3D printing, 
electronics, programming and more 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

 

QR Code  Create your own QR Codes! This App 
generates QR Codes from free text, URLs, 
phone numbers, SMS messages, or 
contacts (vcard) 

Utilities App  

 
QR Code Allows to generate a QR Code for the 

current page and scan a QR Code using the 
webcam 

Productivity Extension  

  
Quizlet  Quizlet makes simple tools that let you 

study anything, for free 
Academic Resources App  

  
Quizlet Auto Complete  Allows you to use Quizlet's auto-define 

feature to autocomplete definitions 
Productivity App  

  
Read&Write for Google Offers a range of powerful support tools to 

help students gain confidence with reading, 
writing, studying and research 

Accessibility Extension  
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Readability The official Readability extension for 
Chrome provides a better way to read 
online, turning any web page into a 
comfortable reading view right in your web 
browser. 

Accessibility Extension  

 

Reading Ruler Google Chrome extension that helps you to 
read long texts on web pages. This tool can 
assist dyslexic readers to keep their place 
on the page they are reading. 

Productivity Extension  

  
RightTasks for Gmail Adds your Google Tasks to a right sidebar in 

Gmail, like in Google Calendar 
Productivity App  

 
SAS Reading Records Reading Records offers a time-efficient 

solution for assigning, grading, and 
analyzing running records of students' 
reading 

Academic Resources App  

  
Save to Pocket  Pocket Extension for Chrome - The best 

way to save articles, videos and more 
Productivity Extension  

  
Scientific Calc. Spreadsheet  The scientific calculator with spreadsheet 

you can solve most complex mathematical 
problems without pencil and paper 

Calculators App  

  
Scientific Calculator  Can be calculated using the keyboard easy Productivity Extension  

  
Scientific Calculator  Try the simple design of the calculator Calculators App  

  
Scientific Calculator  Scientific Calculator provides basic and 

advanced mathematical functions 
Productivity Extension  

  
Scientific Calculator  A powerful, programmable, scientific 

calculator 
Calculators App Offline 

  
Scientific Calculator, Unit Converter  Free calculator, unit converter for general, 

students, Mathematics, Engineering. Easy-
to-use General or Scientific Calculator 

Calculators App  

  
Screencastify (Screen Video Recorder)  Screencastify is a simple video screen 

capture software for Chrome 
Productivity App  

  
Scroll to Top  Click the button and scroll current page to 

top. 
Productivity Extension  

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/screencastify-screen-vide/mmeijimgabbpbgpdklnllpncmdofkcpn?hl=en
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Sejda - PDF Split and Merge  Split and Merge PDF Files. Advanced PDF 

manipulation 
Office Applications App  

  
Select and Speak - Text to Speech  Select and Speak uses iSpeech's human-

quality text-to-speech (TTS) to read any 
selected text in the browser 

Productivity Extension  

  
Send from Gmail (by Google)  Makes Gmail your default email application 

and provides a button to compose a Gmail 
message to quickly share a link via email 

Productivity Extension  

 

Share to Classroom The extension allows you to push 
webpages to your any of your Classroom 
classes, so they open instantly on your 
students' computers. 

Productivity Extension  

  
Simple Calc  Simple calculator with advanced feature Calculators App Offline 

  
Simple Calculator  Just a Calculator, Simple to use Calculators App  

 

Skill Builder Spelling With Skill Builder Spelling you creating 
spelling lists has never been easier. It is 
completely offline so there are virtually no 
page load times which means more time 
practising your spelling words 

Academic Resources App Offline 

 

Snap&Read Universal Text reader (TTS) that simplifies vocabulary, 
translates text, reads inaccessible text 
(OCR), and captures and cites sources. 

Accessibility Extension  

 

Snapverter Snapverter™ quickly transforms classroom 
papers, images, and Bookshare eBooks into 
accessible, Google Drive-friendly files 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

  

  
Socrative Student  Students share their understanding by 

answering formative assessment questions 
in a variety of formats 

Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

 
Soundtrap for Education An easy-to-use collaborative platform for 

audio editing and music making for all ages. 
Education App  

  
SpeakIt!  Select text you want to read and listen to it Productivity Extension  

 
Sticky Notes Sticky Notes for your desktop. The Sticky 

Notes app uses Google Drive to sync notes 
Notepads App Offline 
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between devices. It cannot access your 
private files only those created by itself. 

  
Stopwatch  This is the simplest stopwatch on the 

Chrome Web Store 
Alarms & Clocks App  

  
Stopwatch  Stopwatch  App  

  
Stopwatch  Stopwatch  App Offline 

  
Stopwatch  Simple stopwatch with the ability to track 

lap 
 App Offline 

  
Storybird  A powerful suite of easy-to-use creative, 

administrative, and social tools for writing, 
reading, and storytelling in educational 
setting 

Academic Resources App  

  
Stupeflix Video Maker  Make videos with all themes  App  

  
Sumo Paint  Full featured painting and image editing 

application 
Creative Tools App  

  
TechSmith Snagit (Extension)  Can take screenshots or screen recordings 

of anything on your screen including your 
browser, desktop, and applications you 
have running 

Productivity Extension  

 

The 50 States Free The 50 States Free will teach you where 
every state is located in the United States 

Puzzle & Brain App Offline 

 
Timer Timer Countdown, Alarm Clock, and 

Stopwatch 
Alarms & Clocks App Offline 

  
Tinkercad  Tinkercad is an easy-to-use 3D CAD design 

tool 
 App  

 
Translate for Drive Translator for Google Drive, Translate a 

document from Google Drive.  
Support RTF, PDF, TXT, DOC, PPT, XLS, 
DOCX, PPTX, XLSX, Google format docs 

Academic Resources App  

  
Typing Game  Learn to type and have fun at the same 

time. Arcade style shooter game while 
improving your typing 

Puzzle & Brain App  

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/stupeflix-video-maker/fkdmcfnoimoilncpjchamnenebopocem?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/techsmith-snagit-extensio/annopcfmbiofommjmcmcfmhklhgbhkce
https://www.tinkercad.com/
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Typing Test - KeyHero  Key Hero is a great place to improve your 

typing skills. The game keeps track of all 
your performances (WPM and accuracy) 

Puzzle & Brain App  

  
Typing Test Online  This typing test app will check your typing 

skills. Choose between different stories 
Academic Resources App  

  
TypingClub  Master touch typing using this free game / 

educational program 
Teacher & Admin 
Tools 

App  

  
US English Female Text-to-speech (by Google)  This is a high-quality text-to-speech (TTS) 

voice extension 
Productivity Extension  

 
US Map Puzzle Game Teaches the states location and names Puzzle & Brain App Offline 

  
Useful Periodic Table  Useful Periodic Table provides a quick 

lookup of element properties and quizes 
for students. 

Academic Resources App Offline 

 
User-Agent Switcher for Chrome With this extension, you can quickly and 

easily switch between user-agent strings.  
Also, you can set up specific URLs that you 
want to spoof every time.  Basically fake a 
website in beliving you are using Internet 
Explorer or Firefox instead of Chrome. 

Productivity Extension  

  
Video Converter  Convert video files online from one format 

into another 
Online Video App  

  
VideoNot.es  The easiest way to take notes from videos Academic Resources App  

  
VideoNot.es extension  The easiest way to take notes synchronized 

with your favourite video lectures 
Productivity Extension  

  
VocabularySpellingCity    App  

  
Voice Actions for Chrome (beta)  Control your browser just by talking to it Search Tools Extension  

  
Voice Recognition  Type with your voice. Dictation turns your 

Google Chrome into a speech recognition 
app 

Office Applications App  

  
Voice Search  Search by speaking Search Tools App  
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Web Paint Web Paint provides the following easy to 
use drawing tools that let you draw shapes, 
lines, and add text to live web pages and 
take screenshot 

Fun Extension  

  
WeVideo - Video Editor and Maker  WeVideo makes video editing easy for 

everyone and accessible from anywhere. 
Online Video App  

  
WeVideo Next  WeVideo Next is a showcase for video 

creation tools using HTML5 
Online Video App  

  
Zamzar - Convert Files  Free file conversion, covering 1100+ 

formats 
Utilities App  

  
Zoom  Zoom in or out on web content using the 

zoom button for more comfortable reading 
Developer Tools Extension  

  
Zoom Text Only  Zoom text without distorting the images Accessibility Extension  

 

 


